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Squadron Leaner W.I, Lashbrook, D.F.M* of the

R.A.F* who was over Stuttgart last night in a

Halifax bomber, gave the following broadcast on

the raid in the 9 o’clock news to-night:

I’ve been training pilots for nearly two years - my last operational flying

was done over Hanover in June 1941 so last night’s show was rather a change from

circuits and landings. Stuttgart really was a terrific show* These new raids

are far more certain and deadly thanks to Bomber organisation and planning.

i'm perfectly convinced that present methods make all the difference in the world.

It was an eye—opener to no.

We had an uneventful trip most of the way across in brilliant moonlight, and

even thirty or forty miles away from Stuttgart we could see the black puffs of the

ack-ack shells suspended in the sky. The show had already started.

We pin-pointed on the river and turned into the city* The target was already

well alight. I never saw a more concentrated or well-defined attack* There was

a square of fire and the smoke was towering up thousands of feet into the air.

There was scarcely anything burning outside this rectangle* Even at our height

you could see the roofs of the big buildings outlined in the moonlight and there

couldn’t be any mistaking what we were hitting.

Host of the heavy flak was bursting below us and we didn't have much trouble

making our run-in or the run-through and then we turned for home. One of the

things that surprised me was that although there were lots of searchlights round

Mannheim I didn’t see any at all at Stuttgart. We got caught by a couple of

searchlights at Mannheim and they held us successfully for about two minutes, but

we got away without accident.

There were a few night fighters about and we saw a couple when we wore going
In, and while we were coming out one of them crossed our course at short distance

and disappeared. Otherwise it was an uneventful trip for us. But we did a great
deal of damage to Stuttgart. .When we thought a raid was good in the old days it

doesn’t really compare with the sort of thing the R.A.F is doing now*
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